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We study in detail the threshold behaviour of eigenvalues and resonances of the 
Schrodinger operator H(2) = --d i i.V in L’(rW’) as they are absorbed at the bot- 
tom of the continuous spectrum when i + &. 1,, a so called coupling constant 
threshold. Using Fredholm determinants we give their analytic structure in terms of 
i - i,, and compute the tirst order terms explicitly. ( 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRoDuCTT~N 
The aim of this paper is a detailed analysis of the behaviour of negative 
eigenvalues and resonances of 2-body Schrodinger operators as they are 
absorbed at the bottom of the essential spectrum [0, co). 
More specifically, consider the Schrodinger Hamiltonian in L2( [w’) given 
by 
H(A)= --A i IV, IE R. (1.1) 
Here A is the self-adjoint Laplacian in L2(iw3) and k’ is a real-valued 
short-range potential, e.g., eOl-l VE R for some a > 0 where R is the Rollnik 
class (i.e., V~RojJ,,d~xd~y IV(x)1 IV(y)1 Ix-y] m2<co). See [14] for 
general theory concerning Rollnik functions. Then H(I) is well defined as a 
sum of quadratic forms. 
The spectrum @(H(A)) of H(E.) will consist of at most a finite number of 
negative eigenvalues and the essential spectrum [0, co). Classical pertur- 
bation theory [6, 11) states that the eigenvalues of H(A), considered as 
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functions of E., will be analytic provided they are bounded away from the 
essential spectrum. 
The question of how a negative eigenvalue is absorbed in the essential 
spectrum has been studied for quite some time, initiated by Simon [ 131. It 
turns out that the threshold behaviour is very much dependent on the 
dimension of the underlying conliguration space [w” as shown by Klaus and 
Simon [7]. They proved that in the 3-dimensional case, which we will 
restrict ourselves to in the foliowing, any negative eigenvalue E(3.) behaves 
as 
E(2) = O((i - i”,)‘) (1.2) 
or 
E(i.)=O(LA,) (1.3) 
as E. 1 d,. In addition E(A) is analytic in i in the first case and has a square 
root branch point in the second case. Their proof is based on the Birman- 
Schwinger principle and perturbation theory. Here we recover their results 
and compute explicitly the first coefficient in the expansion in i - %, of 
E(A). The coefficient is expressed in terms of quantities associated with the 
spectral point zero of H(I,) = -A i IV0 V such as zero-energy resonances 
and/or zero-energy bound state wave functions (Theorem 5). The technique 
we use is essentially the Birman-Schwinger principle combined with 
modified Fredholm determinants. This allows a unified treatment of bound 
states and resonances and at the same time provides an efficient calculation 
of the above-mentioned leading coeffkients in E(L) in the expansion 
around A,. In particular we obtain new explicit results in the case of 
degenerate coupling constant thresholds (cf. (3.5), (3.8) (4.5), (4.6) (4.10), 
and (4.11)). 
The use of Fredholm determinants to study the threshold behaviour 
originates with Rauch [lo] and has later been used by several others (e.g., 
[3, 41, where also an extensive list of references may be found). The 
present approach is closely related to [4]. 
Our interest in the problem stems from the analysis of so-called point 
interactions, i.e., the study of operators corresponding to the formal 
expression 
H= -A+p? (1.4) 
in L’(R)), where 6 1s Dirac’s delta function. In fact one can show [ 1, 21 
that under suitable conditions the operator 
H; = -A + [,I, + O(l- &)](J. - r&J2 V((.)/(i - I,)) (1.5) 
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converges in norm resolvent sense to an operator corresponding to (1.4) as 
i. + %,. Using scaling one shows that if Ej, denotes an eigenvalue of Hi, 
then 
E(A) = (1. - i.,,)2 Ej. (1.6) 
and hence the study of E(i.)fO is equivalent to that of E, approaching 
some finite nonzero value (resp. running off to infinity) if we are in case 
(1.2) (resp. in case (1.3)). The results of this paper will be discussed in 
terms of Ej in [2]. 
2. THE BIRMAN-SCHWINGER PRINCIPLE AND 
FREDHOLM DETERMINANTS 
Let VE R, be real-valued, R being the Rollnik class. Then the resolvent 
of the self-adjoint Schriidinger operator 
H(i)= -A i iv, E. E IL! 
defined as a quadratic form sum in L2(rW3) can be written as [ 141 
(H(E.)-k’)~‘=G,-LG,u(l+i”uGl,u)~’uG,, 
k2 C$ o( H(2)), Im k > 0. 
Here 
Gk=(-d-k’)-‘, Imk>O 
and 
u = 1 VI ‘j2, u = u(sgn V), 
from which the basic BirmanSchwinger principle follows. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
THEOREM 1. (The Birman-Schwinger principle, [ 141). Let V and i he 
as above. Then k2, Im k > 0, is a negative eigenvalue of H(1) iff - 1 is an 
eigenvalue qf AuG, v, Im k > 0 with (geometric) multiplicities preserved. With 
our assumptions on V, uG,v is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in L2([w3). 
Furthermore, if - 1 E o(AuG,u), Im k > 0, and #k is a corresponding 
eigenfunction, i.e., 
( 1 + AUG, 0) qbk = 0, 4k E L2(R3) (2.5) 
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then 
l+b/, = G, tyb/, (2.6) 
satisfies [ 143 
ik E Nff(4), H(j.) $k = k’ll/, . (2.7) 
For our applications we need, in particular, a detailed study of the spectral 
point zero, for which the above analysis does not apply directly. 
First we recall that G, has the integral kernel G,(x - y) given by 
(2.8) 
which is well defined for all k E C. The basic problem now is that the 
function $k =,) defined in (2.6) does in general no longer belong to L2(R3). 
The following Lemma provides a useful characterization of whether 
II/ = G,,t$ lies in L*(R’) or not. 
LEMMA 2 [l]. Let VEL’(R’)~R and ussume that ~$EL*([W~), c$#O, 
satisfies ( 1 + L,uG,u) 4 = 0. Then 
$ = Go4 E L:,,UQ3), vlj E L2( R3). (2.9) 
If in addition 1.1 VEL’(R’), then 
$EL1(R3) iff (0, 4) =O. (2.10) 
From now on we always assume (1 +I.i) VEL’([W~), VER in cases 
II-IV. Thus it is necessary to introduce the following case distinction 
Cl, 2, 5, 81: 
Case I. - 1 # a(i,uG,u). 
Case II. - 1 is a simple eigenvalue of &uGOu with eigenfunction di 
such that tj, = G,,ud, is not in L’( R3). 
Case III. - 1 is an eigenvalue of &uG,o of multiplicity N > 1 with 
eigenfunctions d, ,..., q5N such that ijj = G,,z$, E L2(R3), ,j= l,..., N. 
Case IV. - 1 is an eigenvalue of &uG,v of multiplicity Nb 2 with 
eigenfunctions 4, ,..., dN such that if $, = G,txji, j= l,..., N, then $, is not in 
L*(lR’) for at least one .j=j,. 
Case I is the generic one. In particular if V> 0 then only Case I occurs. 
In Case II we will say that H(&) = -A i A0 V has a simple zero-energy 
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resonance, in Case III that 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity N and finally 
in Case IV that 0 is an eigenvaiue of multiplicity N - 1 and in addition a 
simple zero-energy resonance occurs. 
In cases II-IV we will normalize the eigenfunctions such that ($,, 4;) = 
-6,,, $, = sgn( V) d,, ,j, j’ = l,..., N. To avoid unnecessary notational com- 
plications in Case IV we assume from now on that (0, 4, ) # 0 and 
(c, qG,)=O,,j=Z ,..., N. (The general case (c, Q,)#O ,..., (0, 4,)#0, (u,4,)=0, 
j= MS I,..., N can be discussed exactly along the same lines.) 
In the special case where V is spherically symmetric the zero-energy 
resonance (in Cases 11 or IV) only occurs in s-waves whereas p- and higher 
waves only support zero-energy bound states. In addition we choose bi 
(and $,) to be real from now on. 
The fact that uG,v is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator allows us to apply the 
theory of modified Fredholm determinants. Let 
n(E.,k)=det,(l +E.uG,c) 
where det, denotes the modified Fredholm determinant [ 12, 151. 
THEOREM 3. Let V E R and L E aB. Then the ,function d( 
is analJ,tic in i and k, Im k > 0, and 
., .) defined above 
d( 2, k,,) = 0 (fT k~fso,,(H(j.)), Imk,,>O (2.11) 
with multiplicities preserved. 
If we assume that VE R has compact support, the operator uG,u can be 
analytically continued with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm to the 
whole complex k-plane, which allows the following: 
DEFINITION 4. k,, Im k, < 0, is a resonance of H(A) iff - 1 is an eigen- 
value of E.uGk,,u which is again equivalent to do., k,) = 0. Furthermore the 
multiplicity of the resonance equals the multiplicity of the zero of d(A, k) at 
k = k,, 
In principle there exists the possibility that d(A, k) vanishes for certain 
k E R\{O}, 2 E R. These points might correspond to positive (embedded) 
eigenvalues of H(L). Since under reasonable assumptions this possibility 
does actually not occur we do not discuss it here. 
3. EICENVALUES 
Concerning negative eigenvalues E(I) of H(i) being absorbed in the 
essential spectrum we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 5. Let e”’ ’ V E R jbr some (I > 0, und define the self-udjoint 
operator 
H(i)= -A i i.V, 2 E R (3.1 ) 
in L’(rW3) as a sum of quadratic ,forms. Then WY] have exactly one of the 
,follo,zing four possihililies .fbr some E,, > 0: 
(i) Assume that H(&,) is in Case I. Then H(j,) has no negative eigen- 
vu1ue.s near the origin ,fbr i. in a .su[ricientl?s small neighborhood qf /lo. 
(ii) Assume that H(&) is in Case II. Then, us lb J R,, H(l.) has exact14 
one .simple negative eigenvalue E( i. ) approaching zero 
E(E.)= -(i.-&)‘(47~)~E.~,~ I(v, d,)l “+0((E.-i,,)3). (3.2) 
Furthermore E( j. ) is unulJ)tic in jU neur j.,,. 
(iii) Axsume that H(i,,) is in Case III. If N = 1 than, as iJ j.,,, H(j>) 
has e.\.ac.t!)t one, simple negative eigenvalue E(3.) upproaching zero 
d3.u d’y d,(.~) v(x) 1.~ -y/ v(y) dl(y) I’ 
+O((i.-EJ2). (3.3) 
Moreover E(i) is analytic. in (I. - j.,,)’ ’ near zero. !f N > 1, let c,, .j = l,..., N, 
denote the eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) of‘ the matrix (ii, C4,,), 
j, j’ = I,..., N (necessarily c, > 0, .j = l,..., N), bvhere C is the Hilhert-Schmidt 
operutor \t,ith integral-kernel 
Then, as i. 1 i.,, , Ho.) has exactly N negative eigenvalues, E,(A), j= l,..., N 
(counting multiplicity) near zero 
E,(i.) = -0. ~&,)(&c,) ’ + O((b &)j ‘), c,>O, j= l,..., N. (3.5) 
Furthermore E;(E,) are analytic in (i. - &)‘I2 near zero and the multiplicity of 
E,( i.) coincides u,ith that of the eigenvalue c,. 
(iv) Assume thut H(&) is in Case IV. Zf N = 2, then, as i J &, H(j”) 
has exactly two simple, negative eigenvalues E,(l), j = 1, 2, approaching zero 
as ,jollonx 
and 
E,(i)= -(3.-&)“(4z)‘i,y4 I(v,o,)1 4+0((j.-&)3) (3.6) 
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E,(A)= -(/I-&,) -(871)-l 2; 
[ 
X jR6 d3Xd3YGMXMX) IX-Y1 u(YM*(Y)]-' 
+ O( (Is - lbo)3’2). (3.7) 
Moreover E,(I) (resp. E,(A)) is analytic in A- A0 (resp. (LA,)“*) near 
zero. 
If N > 2, let cjj= 2,..., N denote the eigenvalues of the matrix (qj, C4j,), 
j, j’ = 2,..., N (necessarily cj > 0, j = l,..., N), where C is given by (3.4). Then, 
as A 1 A,,, H(A) has exactly one simple eigenvalue E,(A) near zero which is 
analytic in 1 near 1, and satisfies (3.6). Furthermore, as A J Jo, H(A) has 
exactly N - 1 eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) approaching zero as 
E,(+ -(E,-&)(&c~)~‘+~((~.-&)~‘~), c,>O, j=2 ,..., N. (3.8) 
In addition E,(A) is analytic in (;i - Lo)“* near zero, and the multiplicity of 
E,(L) coincides with that of cl. 
Proof: (i) The statement follows by applying the Birman-Schwinger 
principle and standard perturbation theory. 
(ii) Let 
Ak(A) = h4G,v (3.9) 
and define 
Bc(A) = A(,-,,)~(21 = AUG,j.-io)EU. (3.10) 
Hence k2, Im k > 0, is an eigenvalue of H(A) iff - 1 is an eigenvalue of 
B+AO,~~,(A), and we will analyze the modified Fredholm determinant of 
&(A), i.e., 
det,Cl + &#)I 
=det,[l+&(A)+P,]det{l-[l+Br(l)+P,]-’P,}e(3.11) 
where 
P,= -@,Jh. (3.12) 
Since 
[l+B&)+P,]-‘=(l+&,uG,v+P,)-‘=P,+T, (3.13) 
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exists [9]. where 
r,=ti-!$,(I +:+i.,,uG,,~‘) ’ (I-P,) (3.14) 
I + (1 
the reduced resolvent, detz[ 1 + B,-(A)] = 0 is equivalent to 
iet(l-[l+Br(E.)+P,] ‘P,)=O,orto 
I-@,, [l+BB(j.)+P,] ‘d,)=O. (3.15) 
Expanding Be(L) with respect to 1 around 3.,, in norm we obtain 
1 +Bx(j.)= 1 +j.uGoo+(~“-E,,)(47c)~’ ij;E,,(c;)u+O((i.-E,,)‘). (3.16) 
Hence we infer the norm convergent expansion 
[l +Bc(i)+P,] ‘=(l +i,,uG,t’+P,) ’ 
- (A - i,,)( 1 + R,,uGOt! + P,) ’ 
x C(471) ’ i!?i,,( c, ) u + UC,, u] 
x(1 +i,,uG,c+P,) ‘+O((i.-E.,,)‘) (3.17) 
which implies 
tiL [* +&(~-)+P,l ‘4,) 
= 1 -(E.-&)[(4n) ’ iki,, I(u,q5,)I’+j.,, ‘1 +O((j.-&)‘).(3.18) 
Inserted in (3.15) this yields the statement in case (ii) using the implicit 
function theorem. 
(iii) Let now 
C,(p)=A,,,-(Id1 +$))=M +$)uG,,~c (3.19) 
where 
(3.20) 
Hence k2, Im k > 0, is an eigenvalue of H(A) iff - 1 is an eigenvalue of 
C,, In, where p is given by (3.20). Thus 
det,[I* + GM1 
=det,[l+C,-(ll)+P]det{l-[l+C&)+P] ‘P}e”=O (3.21) 
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is equivalent to 
detil-[l+C,-(p)+P]-‘P)=O. 
This holds since 
(1 +&uG,,u+P) ‘=P+ T 
exists where now 
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(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
/=I 
and T is defined by (3.14) (with P, replaced by P). Equation (3.22) implies 
that 
det,[l+A,(i.)]=Oiffdet{l-P[l+Cx(p)+P] ‘P)=O 
(3.25) 
Using now (3.23) and PM = 0 we infer after expanding C,(p) with respect to 
1( in norm 
detjl-P[l+Cr(p)+P] ‘Pj 
=det(l -[(I $2,) ‘11~) P-p%‘PCP]) +0(p3) 
which implies that 
det[k -‘6,,, + A,($,, C4,.)] = U(p). 
The self-adjoint matrix ($,, Cd,,) is positive definite because [S] 
(since (w$~)^EC~(([W~) and (v$,)^(O)=O) which implies that 
i (4,, 40 a,a,, = 
,. j’ = I 
( i a,4,, % a,&> ‘0 
;= I ,=I 
for any a = (a,,..., a,)cz@"\{O). Thus 
E,(p)= i(&c,) It2 + O(p), c, > 0 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
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where c’, denotes an eigenvalue of the matrix ($,, c’4, ). j, j’ = I ,.,,, N. To 
prove analyticity we introduce 
yl=K 2. < = iI& _ (3.31) 
as new variables. Expanding (3.25) in ,u, keeping i = A,)( 1 + p2) fixed, we 
find 
dct 
[ 
(3. - &) 6,,, - <‘jUi($,, C#,.) + i.,, ;-I CV,,,] = 0 (3.32) 
,:1 
which is equivalent to 
$,,,+L,,($,,Gj,‘)- i trQrt2.,,. =O. 
r= I 1 (3.33) 
Applying Rellich’s theorem [6, 111 we obtain q as an analytic function of 
5 with 
or 
q = -i,c, + O(r), (3.34) 
k”f = -(i.,,c,) ’ + i u,,(“. (3.35) 
II = I 
Let now 
F(.Y, J,) = .Y’ + (&L’,) ’ - i a,,(i.xy)“. (3.36) 
,I= I 
Then 
F(i(i,,c,) ‘, O)=O, g(i(/,,c,) ‘,0)=2i(il,c,)~m’#0 (3.37) 
implies that .Y can be expressed as an analytic function of y, thus proving 
the statements in case (iii). 
(iv) We now have to combine cases (ii) and (iii). To this end let 
P, = -@,A4,3 P, = - 2 (d,? .) 9,, P= P, + P,. (3.38) 
,-2 
Then 
det2Cl + Cd~)l 
=detz[l+C&)+P,]det’,l-[l+C&)+P,]-’P,te 
=det,[l+C&)+P]det{l-[l+C&)+P]~‘P,} 
xdetll-[l+C&)+P,]~‘P,}rN. (3.39) 
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Since 1 + C,(p) + P is invertible for ,D small enough because 
(l+&uG,o+P)~‘=P+T, 
where 
T=n- lim(1 +:+&uG,,r) ’ (1~ P) 
is the reduced resolvent, we conclude that 
detJ 1 + C&J)] = 0 
iff 
or 
det {l-P,[l+C&)+P] ‘P, )=O 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
detjl-P,[l+Cr(p)+P,]-‘P,)=O. 
The effect of the zero-energy bound states is determined by 
det{l-P,[l+C&)+P] ‘P,)=O (3.43) 
and using (3.40) we can proceed as in case (iii) to obtain the result. 
To analyze the effect of the zero-energy resonance, we have to study the 
behaviour of [ 1 + C&u) + P, ] ’ for ,U small. We first claim that for 0 < 1~1 
sufficiently small, the norm convergent expansion 
(l+_+E.,,NGOI:+P,)~‘=PZ+ i (-z)“‘T~+’ (3.44) 
2 ,,I = 0 
holds where 
Tz=n-lim(l+z+I,uG,u+P,)~‘(l-P,) (3.45) 
z-0 
=#O 
is the associated reduced resolvent. To prove (3.44) it is sufficient [6] to 
prove that the algebraic and geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue - 1 of 
&uGOu + P, equal each other. Hence it is sufficient to prove that 
(1 +&uG,u+P,)*f=O 
implies( 1 + &uG,~u + P,)f= 0. (3.46) 
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Assume now 
(1 + E”,)uG(,1: + P, )‘,f= 0 
and let 
g = (1 + i”,,UG,U + P,),fI 
Since 
we have 
g= -3.,,uGozlg- P, g 
or 
P,g= -i.,,uG,vP,g-P,g=O 
which implies, using (3.50), that 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
g= f aid,. 
,=I 
(3.52) 
Applying now (3.51) we see that 
g= f a,#,. 
/=I 
(3.53) 
From (3.48) we now infer 
.v 
g= 1 a,d,=Ps= Pz(l+3.,uG,u+P,)f=0, (3.54) 
1-7 
which proves 
(I +i,uG,u+P,)f=O. (3.55) 
Using the expansion (3.44) a tedious but straightforward expansion similar 
to the one used in case (ii), yields the stated results. u 
Remarks. (a) We emphasize that the analytic structure of E(A) (resp. 
E,(E.)) as functions of 1. as well as formulas (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7) in 
Theorem 5 are due to Klaus and Simon [7] (in fact they study the general 
problem in L’(Rd), d> 1). Our treatment in terms of Fredholm deter- 
minants allows an efficient calculation of the first-order coefficients in the 
expansions of E(i) (resp. E,(i)) near EL,. In particular formulas (3.5) and 
(3.8) in the degenerate Cases III and IV are new. 
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(b) If H(L) has no positive eigenvalues for i, in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of j.,, then E(j>) in (3.3), E,(J) in (3.5) and (3.8), and E,(j*) 
in (3.7) cannot be analytic in (2 - E.,) near zero. 
4. RESONANCES 
Having used Fredholm determinants in the proof of Theorem 5, we can 
immediately extend the analysis to resonances. 
THEOREM 6. Let VE R be real-valued with compact support, and let H(i) 
he the selfadjoint operator in L’(iw’) 
H(2)= -A 4 iV, i. E R (4.1) 
defined as the form sum. Then we have exactly one of the following four 
possibilities for some L,, > 0: 
(i) Assume H(i.,,) is in Case I. Then H(2) has no resonances near 
the origin for E. in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of i.,. 
(ii) Assume H( ilo) is in Case II. Then, as i. 1 i.,, Ho.) has exactly one 
simple resonance k(2)) approaching zero such that Im k(L) < 0, 
Re k(2) = 0, and 
k(j.)=(j.-i,,)47cij”” z 1(v,~,)1~‘+O((j.-/.o)2). (4.2) 
Furthermore k(2) is analytic in 2 near 2,. H(2) has no resonances near 
zero when i. J i.,,. 
(iii) Assume H(j.,,) is in Case III. If N = 1, then, as E,ii.,, H(i) has 
exactly one, simple resonance k(2) approaching zero such that Im k(i) < 0, 
Re k( E. ) = 0, and 
k(i) = -(i. - E.,)’ ’
+ 0( i. - A,,). (4.3) 
Moreover k(2) is analytic in (2 -E.,)‘,’ near zero. As 3, TJ.,, H(R) has 
exactly two simple resonances k&(1”) near zero with 
k’(j.)= f(E,,,-2)“’ 
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In addition k’(i) are analytic in (i.,,- i.)’ ’ near zero. If N > 1, then, as 
E.J&‘, H(L) has exactly N resonances k,(i), ,j= I,..., N (not necessarily 
distinct) near zero 
k,(i)= -(LX,,)‘2i(ioc,) "+0(1.-j,,,), c, > 0, j = 1 ,..., N. (4.5) 
Furthermore k,(i) are analytic in (i” - j.,)‘!’ near zero. The multiplicity of 
k,(i) equals that of c,, where L’, is an eigenvalue of the matrix ($,, C#,.), 
j, j’ = I ,..., N with C given by (3.4). 
As i. 1 &,. H(j.) has exactly N resonance pairs k:“:‘, ,j = l,..., N, 
approaching zero, 
k,*(i)= +(/.,,-2)” (&c,) “+O(&-l.),c,>O, ,j= 1 ,..., N. (4.6) 
In addition k,+(i) are analytic in (+3.)’ ’ near zero. 
(iv) Assume H(i.,,) is in Case IV. As 3. T &, H(L) has exactly one sim- 
ple resonance k(i), Im k(i.) < 0, Re k(1.) = 0 near zero, which is analytic in 
i near i.,, and satisfies 
k(i) = (2 - 2,) 4d.o z I(u, c+d,)j ’ + O((i. - &)‘). (4.7) 
If N = 2, then, as j. 1 i.,,, Ho.) has in addition one simple resonance k,(i.), 
Im k?(i) < 0, Re k?(i) = 0 approaching zero like 
k?(i) = -(E. ~ io)’ ’ 
I I 1 
-I 2 
xi -(87c) ’ i”(‘, d3x d’y &(x) u(x) Ix - yl u(y) q&(y) 
7th 
+ O( E, - i,,). (4.8) 
Moreover k2(i) is analytic in (L&)‘/2 near zero. As lbr&, H(i”) has 
exactly two simple resonances k;(i) near zero such that 
k:(i)= +(&-i)” 
L 
1.2 
X -(8x)-’ 3.: 
c d3x d3Y d*(x) 4x1 I--.!4 U(Y) dz(Y) Ts I 
+ O(j.,, - 2) (4.9) 
where k: (i.) are analytic in (E., - E.)“’ near zero. If N > 2, then, as i 1 &, 
H(n) has precisely N - 1 resonances k,(2), j = 2,..., N, approaching zero 
k,(L) = -(d - i,)‘s’ i(d,,c,) “’ + O(i. - lo), c,>O,j=2 ,..., N. (4.10) 
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Furthermore k,(j.) are analytic in (i. - n,,)‘,’ near zero. As ;I 7 i,, then H(I) 
has exactly N - 1 resonance pairs kf(i.), j= 2,..., N, near zero with 
k:(i)= -J(io-E.)‘~ (&,c,) -’ ‘+0(&-i.), c,>O, j=2 ,..., N. (4.11) 
In addition k,?(i) are analytic in (E., - E.)’ ’ near zero. The mulitplicity of 
k,*(i) and k,(i) coincides with that of the eigenvalue c,. 
Proof: The assumption that VE R has compact support allows us to 
continue analytically the operator A,(i) = j.uG,c to the whole complex 
k-plane and thereby extending the analysis in the proof of Theorem 5 to 
resonances. For the anti-bound states (i.e., resonances on the negative 
imaginary axis) we can still use Rellich’s theorem. The statement concern- 
ing resonance pairs comes from the fact that the solution of the 
corresponding determinant equation has a square root branch point at 
i. = i,,, k = 0. 
Remurks. (a) Again the results (4.2))(4.4) and (4.7))(4.9) can be read 
off from [7]. Formulas (4.5) (4.6) (4.10) and (4.11) in the degenerate 
case are new. 
(b) If H(i.) has no positive eigenvalues for IE. - i.,l small enough then 
the resonance pairs k’(i) in (4.4), k,?(i) in (4.6) and (4.1 I), and k:(i) in 
(4.9) are true resonances in the sense that for i < i.,, their imaginary part is 
indeed negative and hence they do not stay at the real k axis. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Combining Theorems 5 and 6 we find the following picture for the 
behaviour of resonances and eigenvalues of H(i.) as E. + j,,, #O in a 
neighbourhood of the origin in the comp1e.u k plane: 
(i) H(i,,) is in Case I. 
No eigenvalues or resonances near the origin. 
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(ii) H(&,) is in Case II. 
i h>X, 
--A -~- 
One simple eigenvalue turning into a simple anti-bound state (resonance). 
(iii) H(j.,,) is in Case III (assuming the absence of positive eigen- 
values of H(2) for 12 - & small enough). 
N eigenvalues and N anti-bound states (resonances) colliding at the origin 
and turning into N resonance pairs off the imaginary axis, symmetric with 
respect to the imaginary axis. 
(iv) Ho.,) is in Case IV (assuming the absence of positive eigen- 
values of H(I) for Ii - I.,1 small enough). 
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N - 1 eigenvalues and N - 1 anti-bound states colliding at the origin and 
turning into N- 1 resonance pairs as in case (iii). In addition, a simple 
eigenvalue turns into a simple anti-bound state. 
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